Proline Concrete Tools - 40 page catalog
Introduction and Working With Proline

Introduction
Designing and producing unique, high quality stamping tools for concrete
professionals around the world, Proline Concrete Tools continues to lead
the industry. For over 15 years our texturing mats and seamless skins have
consistently rendered the most natural and lifelike results possible. We even
introduced the Roman Slate and Old Granite textures that have become
today’s industry standards. From homes to luxury hotels, owners and
architects insist on Proline for the beautiful results. For jobs big and small,
Contractors insist on Proline products because of their lightness and
durability.
Proline products produce lifelike stone and textures because they begin with
the real thing. All mats and skins are created from actual stone, not clay
renderings, so architects can be confident that what they specified will be
the result. And with over 150 stamps that can be used for both overlay and
fresh pour, sizes up to 25 square feet, all skins with handles included at no
extra cost, product color coding, complete hand tools, touch-up skins and
our unique 16 inch urethane Proline Tamper, contractors save money and
produce higher quality results every time.
All skins and mats are made of the highest-grade urethane in a unique
process that results in the lightest yet hardest stamping tools available.
Unlike other manufacturers, our stamps are carefully hand-built by true
artisans who take great pride in producing precision products. With the
highest stiffness rating in the industry, all our products give consistently
excellent results and outlast anything else on the market.
As you go through this catalog you’ll find out why more architects and
contractors insist on Proline products every day. Then ask them. They’ll tell
you that there are simply no better tools anywhere.
The goal is a very satisfied customer – Proline has the tools to do the job
reliably, consistently and beautifully.

Product Information
As a discerning property owner or discriminating architect you’ll appreciate
the industry’s most natural lifelike results from our Seamless Texture Skins.
To faithfully reproduce these natural details, all our mats and skins are
mastered from real stone, never clay models. Because of this and our
pioneering innovations, such as feathered edges and extra-long skins for
texturing walled edges, you can be sure every detail of the job will look like
the real thing.
As an application contractor you’ll appreciate how light and easy our mats
and skins are to use. Plus, our skins are manufactured with tear-proof
handles included and are formulated with the perfect mix of stiffness and
durability. Responding to customer requests to help increase their
productivity, we make large skin sizes up to 25 square feet. We also
introduced our extra-long 2’ x 4’ skins for wall perimeter texturing. These
and our touch-up skins are available in every single texture we manufacture.

Introducing Decorative Border Art
Proline proudly introduces a modern day update on ancient Greek and
Roman border art. For the first time, walkways, floors and decks can have
decorative edges, framed artwork and running borders with a truly elegant
look. Our new Decorative Border Art Tools create stunningly realistic carved
designs, both modern and ancient in style. This is that extra finishing touch
that makes a decorative concrete installation truly unique and one-of-a-kind.
The Border Art stamp is easily applied and gives consistently clean and
clear results. Designed to be used in decorative channels, the Border Art
mat is laid first, then covered with the desired texture skin. The mats are
flexible enough to allow installations to follow freeform contours as well as
straight-line borders. But best of all, the results are incredibly beautiful.

Working With Proline
We at Proline are proud to serve the decorative concrete industry with
superior tools and innovative products. Every item we manufacture is
designed and built to rigid standards to insure not only accurate, predictable
and beautiful results but that the tools themselves are as durable and longlasting as possible. Our quality control is second to none and makes sure
our tools are made to our exacting specifications.
We’d Love to Hear From You
Our products are made for the decorative concrete professional. We
continue to innovate with new designs and products, but we can’t do it
alone. If you have an idea for a tool or improvement that would make your
work easier, faster or produce something new and exciting, let us know.
Where to Find a Proline Distributor
Proline products are sold only through our worldwide network of distributors.
If your local distributor doesn’t carry Proline products, call us. For help in
finding a distributor to meet your needs, please call us at 1-800-999-9999.
Becoming a Proline Distributor
If you’re a distributor of decorative concrete products and don’t carry
Proline, you should. As a manufacturer we enjoy the highest brand loyalty in
the industry. Our distributors enjoy that same loyalty with the additional payoff reflected in other product sales. We work very closely to make sure you
have everything needed to support your customers, the contractors.
Interested? Then give us a call right away at 1-800-888-8888.
The Best Warranty in the Industry
All our products carry a lifetime guarantee against defects in workmanship.
If any of our products fail in normal use and, in our opinion, exhibit
manufacturing defects causing the failure, we will replace the product at no
cost to the contractor. This warranty precludes normal wear and tear as well
as failure from abuse, improper use or inappropriate application.

